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On Case and the Minimal Link Condition 
SaSa Vukic 
The University of Connecticut 
o. Introduction 
In this paper, I give a minimalist argument for the traditional insight that A-movement 
is driven by structural Case.' That is, I argue that structural Case is the only feature that the 
operation Attract is sensitive to as far as A-movement is concerned. I take this to be the 
consequence of a more general principle which gives uninterpretable features an exclusive role 
in the checking theory. This is contrary to Chomsky's (1995) assumption that overt A-
movement involves the attraction of an interpretable categorial feature into the checking 
domain of the attracting functional category, with Case and other formal features following 
as 'free riders'. The proposal also argues against his more recent view (Chomsky 1998) that 
the relevant features are <I>-features. 
The evidence for the (traditional) Case-theoretic approach comes from various 
constructions in which the categorial or <I>-features in an intervening DP do not block the 
attraction of a lower DP. In the first section, I present a number of such constructions which 
involve overt A-movement of one DP across another DP in an A-position. These constitute 
a problem for Chomsky's (1995,1998) analysis which prohibits such movement, as well as for 
Rizzi's (1990) formulation of the Relativized Mmirna1ity (RM) effects which the former seeks 
to incorporate. I then show that Chomsky's (1998) system also fails to provide a principled 
account for the ungrammaticality of structures which violate the Chain Condition (Chomsky 
1986b) and constraints against 'improper movement' and A'-movement from an operator 
position (Epstein 1992). In the second section, I show that the problems can be overcome if 
one assumes that the only feature relevant for A-movement is structural Case and, generally, 
that only uninterpretable features play a role in the checking theory. A potential 
counterexample to my analysis, which involves superraising across expletive subjects, is 
I I have benefitted from discussing various stages of the research reported here with Cedric Boeckx, 2eljko 
Bo§kovi':. Howard Lasnik, Masao Ochi, William Snyder, Arthur Stepanov, and Doug Wharram. They are not 
responsible for any inadequacies of the analysis. 
10 1999 by SMa Yuki': 
Pius Tamanji, Masako Hirotani, and Nancy Hall (eds.), NELS 29: 177-192 
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discussed in section 3. I show that such cases are ruled out independently of the' defective 
intervention' effect assumed in Chomsky (1998). Section 4 contains concluding remarks. 
1. A-Movement and MLC 
In the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1993, 1995, 1998), the phenomenon of 
dislocation in naturallangauge is conceived ofin terms of the movement/attraction driven by 
the need to eliminate uninterpretable morphological features from lexical items through the 
mechanism of feature-checking. The elimination of uninterpretable features is taken to be 
the requirement imposed on the computational system by 'legibility conditions' which hold at 
the interface levels ofPF and LF. The major constraint intended to capture the locality effects 
in such movement/attraction is the Minimal Link Condition (MLC), which requires the 
closest feature to enter a checking relation with the attracting target. The condition is formally 
stated as the Closeness part of the definition of the operation Attract in (1): 
(\) AttractIMove 
K attracts F if F is the closest feature that can enter into a checking relation with a 
sublabel ofK. (p.297) 
Qoseness - Version I 
If pc-commands IX and t is the target of raising, then p is closer to t than IX unless 
p is in the same minimal domain as (a) t or (b) IX. (p.356) 
Closeness - Version II 
IfP c-commands IX and t is the target of raising, then P is closer to t than IX .(p.358) 
Version (I) of the definition of Closeness in (\) defines locality in terms of 
'equidistance', and was adopted in Chomsky (1993) to allow for certain RM violations, e.g. 
the covert raising of the object DP across the trace of the subject in the specifier position of 
a VP. In Chomsky (1995), a version of this movement (i.e. movement/merger of an XP in the 
'outer Spec' position ofa head) is allowed by case (a). The case in (b) allows arguments in the 
same minimal domain of a predicate or specifiers of the same head to be equidistant from 
a potential target. Both cases are represented in what Chomsky takes to be a proper analysis 
of 'object shift' structures in Icelandic, given (in English translation) in (2). 
(2) [11' [many students]j read [vp [the book], tj !,... [yp Iv tl ]]] 
Version II eliminates equidistance from the computation oflocality, and refers only 
to the structural c-command relation between the elements whose closeness to the target is 
being determined. All else equal, considerations of restrictiveness and computational 
simplicity would seem to favor the theory which incorporates Version II over one which 
makes use of Version I. It will be shown below that it is, in fact, necessary to maintain the 
simpler and more restrictive version under my proposal. 
The MLC also captures some of the RM effects such as the superraising in (3) which 
Rizzi's system rules out as a failure of antecedent government since it intervenes between the 
displaced DP John and its trace as a closer potential antecedent: 
2
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(3) *John; seems that it was told t; that... 
To derive the ungrammatical (3), the target K (i.e. the matrix T) would have to attract 
the DP John across a closer DP-it, which is correctly prevented by the MLC, under the 
assumption that the categorial feature [D] is targeted by the operation. Specifically, at the 
relevant point in the derivation given in (4), the [D]-feature of John cannot be attracted to 
check the EPP feature of the matrix T since there is a closer feature, I.e. the [D]-feature of 
it, which can be attracted for the same purpose.2 
(4) hop T seems [IP that it was told John fa that IP] (p.295) 
In Chomsky (1998), where it is assumed that A-movement involves the attraction of 
<I>-features, the blocking effect is attributed to the presence of <I>-features in the expletive, 
which prevent the attraction of the <I>-features of the DP John, regardless of the fact that the 
expletive itself cannot move to the specifier position of the matrix T( ense) to check the 
latter's EPP feature. Such movement is ruled out on the assumption that a DP whose 
structural Case has been checked-off is rendered inactive for the operation3,4 
It is important to note that, in both analyses, Chomsky assumes that it is a particular 
interpretable feature of a lexical item that is attracted by an uninterpretable feature on the 
appropriate functional category. This is how the 'defective intervention' of it in (4) is 
obtained. Uninterpretable features in the item are checked covertly or as 'free riders' 
(Chomsky 1995), or play no role other than that of making the relevant DP 'active' (Chomsky 
1998). An obvious consequence of these assumptions is that A-movement of one DP across 
another is impossible, unless the two DPs are equidistant from the target. This is because the 
relevant interpretable feature of the higher DP will always block the attraction of the 
corresponding feature in the lower DP. 
We now tum to some problems with such assumptions. First, consider the 'seem-to' 
construction in (5) : 
(5) [TI' John; seems to Mary [TP tj to be talented]] 
It is clear that, before raising, the DP Mary is neither in the same minimal domain with the 
target Spec. of T nor with the DP John. Thus, neither of the two conditions for equidistance 
'For problems with Chomsky's (1995) analysis of superraising, see Uriagereka and Raposo (1995),Vukic (1997, 
1998), and others. 
3 This is similar to the proposal in Vukic (1997, 1998), where the inertness for A-movement of a DP whose 
structural Case has been checked off was taken to be the consequence of a general condition which requires 
interpretable features to be licensed by uninterpretable features for the purposes of the checking theory, which I 
termed the Condition of Feature Licensing (CFL). The main difference between Chomsky's proposal and mine 
in the relevant respects is that I assumed that unlicensed featore do not enter into locality considerations since they 
cannot enter a checking relation and consequently cannot be attracted (see the formulation of Closeness in (1). That 
is, I did not assume a mechanism para1lel to Chomsky's 'defective intervention' 
, Note that, to obtain the desired blocking effect, Chomsky has to assume that cI>-features of the expletive it are 
interpretable, and remain available on this DP upon checking with the corresponding features on the target This 
may be correct, but seems to fail to capture the cross-linguistic generalization that the relevant cI>-features are 
default 3rd person. 3
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is satisfied at this point. Therefore, the [D]-feature (or <j>-features) of Mary is closer than the 
corresponding feature(s) of John and the movement of the latter across the former should be 
disallowed.s This makes the gramrnaticality of (5) unexpected. Chomsky (1995) observes the 
problem and concludes that "the status of the English constructions still remains unexplained, 
along with many other related questions" (p.306). In Chomsky (1998), the grammatiqwty of 
(5) is accounted for by assuming that a) the Case on the DP Mary is inherent, and b) inherent 
Case suppresses the <j>-features in the relevant DP. As we will se below, the grammaticality 
of (5) will follow in my analysis without additional assumptions. 
Another example is provided by Baker's (1997) analysis of 'deep-ergative' languages. 
Baker notes that several peculiar looking facts of these languages involving Case/agreement 
patterns, word order, quantifier scope, anaphora, control, etc., follow if one assumes that 
derivations of their structures involve the movement of a nominative theme/patient DP across 
an ergative agent DP. The derivation Baker proposes for the simple transitive structure in 
DyirbaI/Inuit is given in (6) with English equivalents (Baker's structure is modified to fit the 
assumptions in Chomsky (1995) about positions of agents and patients in transitive 
structures). 
(6) £n, The woman;_NOM ["" the manERG [yp hit tJ]] 
According to Baker, the agent DP 'remains in the specifier ofVP and receives ergative Case' 
(p.83) by some mechanism whose exact nature need not concern us here, while the patient 
DP raises across it to the specifier of TP to receive/check nominative Case and trigger 
agreement. Obviously, this movement violates the MLC in the same way as does the 
movement in the 'seem-to' construction above. That is, neither the two DPs (the agent DP 
and the patient DP) nor the two specifier positions (Le. spec. ofvP and spec. of TP) are in 
the same minimal domain of a predicate, hence equidistance is of no avail. If the D-feature 
of a DP were the target of attraction, then the attraction of the lower [D]-feature should not 
be possible, contrary to fact. The same considerations apply to the set of <j>-features. If <j>-
features mattered for the operation Attract, then <j>-features of the higher DP should block the 
attraction of the set of <j>-features in the lower DP. Notice also that the grammatical status of 
the above structures obtains regardless of the particular value(s) that one may choose for the 
<j>-features on the intervening DP. Finally, it is worth noting that ergative/absolutive pattern 
is seen by many (including Chomsky) to be parallel to the structural nominative/accusative 
distinction. so that in this case we cannot resort to the suppressive effect of inherent Case. 
Rather, it seems that neither [D] nor <j>-features matter for locality effects in the system. 
Our next example involves ditransitive structures such as the one in (7): 
(7) a. I showed each other's photos to John and Mary. 
'We follow Chomsky in assuming that the experiencer DP c-commands into the embedded clause. The evidence 
for this asswnption comes from structures such as (i) in which the impossibility of correference between him and 
John is plausibly attributed to the Condition C of the Binding Theory 
(i) 'They seem to him to have insulted John. 
4
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As many authors have observed, the possibility of 'backward binding' in these structures is 
naturally accounted for if one assumes that the theme DP raises across the goal DP in the 
derivation (Cf. Kitagawa 1994, Aoun and Li 1989). As these authors observe, additional 
evidence for this proposal comes from the alleviated WCO effects and scope ambiguities, 
where, as in anaphor binding (cf. (8b », this construction contrasts sharply with the double-
object construction (cf. Barss and Lasnik 1986): 
(8) a. 1 gave his; paycheck to [every worker]; 
b. *1 gave its; owner [every paycheck]; 
(9) a. I gave a check to every worker. (3)'<1, '<1>3) 
b. I gave a worker every paycheck. (3)'<1, *'<1>3) 
But if these proposals are correct, then we have essentially the same crossing pattern, and 
the same problem, as in the' seem-to' construction above.6 
Psych-constructions (Belleti and Rizzi 1986, Pesetsky 1995, Grimshaw 1991) pose 
the same kind of problem for Chomsky's analysis. Under Belletti and Rizzi's account, these 
structures involve the raising of the theme DP across the experiencer DP which, among other 
things, provides a natural account for the possibility of backward binding illustrated in (10): 
. 
(10) [These nasty rumors about each other]; annoyed John and Mary 1;. 
Another filct about this construction is that the experiencer DP is structurally Case-marked, 
as argued by Pesetsky (1995), which means that we cannot account for the crossing pattern 
in terms of the suppressive effect of inherent Case. The question then arises why the [0]-
or Ij>-features ofthe experiencer DP do not block the attraction of the theme DP.7 
Perhaps in this case the two DPs may be taken to be base-generated in the minimal 
domain of the main verb, which would make them equidistant from the target T. However, 
we have seen that equidistance cannot rescue other structures that we have discussed, which 
makes one wonder whether this notion plays any role. In fact, we will see in the next section 
that Chomsky's arguments for equidistance based on (2) dissapear under our assumptions and 
that resorting to this notion in the case of psych-construction might allow unwanted 
derivations. Skepticism about the relevance of equidistance is further strengthened by data 
from the DOC in Icelandic. In this language, the indirect object c-commands the direct object 
• Note that the same problem obtains under the proposals that the goal OP raises across the theme OP in the double 
object construction (DOC) in English (Larson 1988, Baker 1997), since the same problematic crossing patlem 
needs to be accounted for. 
, Pesetsky (1995) provides several arguments that the subject position in these construction is thematic, contrary 
to the proposal ofBeIIetti and Rizzi. However, to account for the backward binding facts in (7), he also assumes 
that the CAUSE OP is base-generated below the TARGET OP, whereupon it may move across the latter to the 
thematic subject position 5
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(lla,b) (cf. Holmberg and Platzack 1995, Collins and Thririnsson 1996), but either object 
may passivize (I2a,b). 
(11) a. Eg hafOi gefio konunginuulll; ambattina sina; 
1(N) had given the king(D) the midservant(A) his(RFL) 
'I had given the king his maidservant' 
b. *Eg hafOi gefio konungi sinum ambattina 
I(N) had given king(D) her(RFL) the maidservant 
'I had given her king the maidservant' (Collins and Thrainsson 1996. p. 398) 
(12) a. J6ni var gefin b6kin. 
Jon(D) was given the book(N) 
b. B6kin var gefin J6ni 
the book(N) was given Jon(D) (Holmberg and Platzack 1995. p.I89) 
A particularly interesting observation by Holmberg and Platzack, is that the patte"rn in (11) 
does not always hold: in a restricted set of circumstances, the direct object can c-command 
and bind an anaphor in an indirect object in Icelandic: 
(13) J6n gaf ambattina konugi sinum 
Jon gave the midservant(A) king(D) REFL(D) 
'Jon gave the maidservant to her king' (ibid. p.2IO) 
The restriction is that the indirect object in these structures be focused (indefinite, stressed, 
or complex). This is illustrated by the contrast in (14): 
(14) a. Eg retia aD gefa b6kina einhvelju b6kasafui. 
I wiD give the book(A) some Iibrary(D) 
b. *Eg retia aD gefa b6kina b6kasafuinu 
I will give the book(A) the Iibrary(D) (ibid., p.206) 
The interesting fact is that the same restriction on the distribution of indirect object obtains 
in the passive construction in which the direct object has raised to the subject position. 
(IS) a. Hun var gefin einhveljum barnum 
it(N) was given some children(D) 
b. *HUo var gefin ~eim 
it(N) was given them(D) (ibid. p.217) 
A natural way to interpret these data is to assume that the passivization of the direct 
object is only licit from what Holmberg and Platzack caD the 'inverted structure' i.e. from the 
structure in which the direct object c-commands the indirect object. In view of the focus 
effects, I assume that this configuration results from the scrambling of the theme DP across 
the goal DP, as in Reinhart's (1996) approach. The important point here is that the analysis 
based on equidistance does not capture the correlation between the passivization of the direct 
object and the 'inverted' structure with respect to the indefiniteness/focus restriction on the 
indirect object. That is, since, under this approach, the two objects are in the same minimal 
6
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domain of the verb, and since both of them bear a structural Case (see Holmberg and Platzack 
(1995), among others, for evidence that' quirky' dative in Icelandic behaves as a structural 
Case in many respects), then in passives either should be able to be attracted by the matrix 
T( ense) from its base-generated position, and it is not obvious why the above restriction 
should hold. On the other hand, if c-command is the only relation that matters for determining 
Closeness (as in Version II of(1) above), than the only way for the direct object to be closer 
to the target T than the indirect object is if the former scrambles across the latter to a higher 
A-position to form the 'inverted' structure, and the above correlation follows directly.8 
Icelandic data thus provide an empirical argument against 'equidistance', and cast doubt on 
employing such a mechanism in accounting for any of the structures above. 
We have seen that the assumption that interpretable features are targeted by the 
operation Attract (or Agree, in Chomsky's 1998 system) fails to explain the grarnmaticality 
of several 'crossing' structures. In the remainder of this section, I will show that, unless it is 
enriched by additional assumptions, Chomsky's (1998) analysis also fails to disallow 
structures that violate the Chain Condition (Chomsky (1986b), as well as the constraints 
against 'improper movement' and A' -movement from an operator position (Epstein 1992). 
Recall that, to get the 'defective intervention' effect in A-movement, Chomsky needs 
to couple the assumption that Attract (Agree) targets interpretable </>-features with the 
requirement that a OP whose </>-features are targeted contain an uninterpretable feature which 
makes it 'active'. Furthermore, it is important to note that, in this system, the only principled 
interpretation of this requirement is that a1!)I uninterpretable feature makes a OP that contains 
it 'active' for the purposes of the checking theory. In other words, that a OP whose structural 
Case has been checked offis 'frozen' for A-movement follows here not from the fact that its 
Case has been checked off: but rather from the fact that such an NP has no uninterpretable 
features left which would make it available for further movement. That structural Case in and 
of itself is unnecessary for A-movement is obvious from Chomsky's treatment of the raising 
of the expletive there which, in his view, contains only uninterpretable </>-feature(s) 
(uninterpretable because they are on the expletive), which suffices for raising. The same 
considerations apply to wh-movement. To get the defective intervention in 'wh-island' 
configurations, Chomsky has to assume that this movement also involves attraction of some 
interpretable feature, whereas the uninterpretable 'wh' feature is only there to make such a 
OP active. All that matters for making a OP active is the presence of an uninterpretable 
feature in that OP, whatever that feature may be. 
Consider now the sentences in (16), which violate Chomsky's (1986b) Chain 
Condition (namely the requirement that the head of an A-chain be in a Case-marked 
position). (16a) is readily ruled out on the assumption that the OP John, whose (only) 
uninterpretable Case feature has been checked offby the embedded T(ense), cannot raise to 
check the EPP feature ofthe higher T. 
(16) a. *the belief[TPt Johnt to seem hP2 ~ is sick]] 
b. Who dispelled the belief[cp that who; seems t; to be sick]]] 
'Since SC\1lIDbling can feed Case-driven A-movement, we assume that it need not be a PF operation. In fact, I take 
it that scrambling also involves feature-checking, whatever the relevant feature(s) turns out to be. 7
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c. *Who dispelled the belief [I1? who; to seem ~ is sick]] 
d. Who dispelled the beJiefb that it seems to whom [that John is sick]] 
e. * who dispelled the beJief [TP who; to seem to ~ that John is sick]] 
However, (16c) is a problem because, even though the structural Case of the DP who is 
checked as in (16a), this DP contains another uninterpretable feature, which Chomsky assumes 
to be the wh-feature itself Therefore, it is active and the higher T(ense) should be able to 
attract its <J>-features. Thus, (J6c) converges and the contrast between this structure and the 
much better (ifnot perfect) (16b) is unaccounted for. 9 Similarly for (16d,e). 
Parallel reasoning applies to structures which violate the ban on wh-movement from 
an operator position (Epstein 1992, and reference therein). (17a) is ruled out since the wh-
phrase in the embedded CP has had all its uninterpretable features checked off and is inactive 
regardless of which interpretable feature is targeted by AgreelAtrract. But (J 7b) is incorrectly 
ruled in since the uninterpretable Case-feature on who in the most deeply embedded operator 
position makes the relevant interprteable feature available for attraction by the higher C. 
(J 7) a. *Who; did you wonder b ~ [IP 1; was sick]] 
b. * Who; was believed [ep 1; you wondered [ep 1; [IP it was told t; that ... ]] 
(cf 'For which person was it believed that you wondered whether that 
person was told that...') 
To rule out (J6a,c) and (17b) in a uniform manner, one would have to assume a) that 
uninterpretable Case or <J>-features, but not an uninterpretable wh-feature, make a DP active 
for A-movement, and, conversely, b) that an uninterpretable wh-feature, but not 
uninterpretable Case or <\I-features, makes a DP active and eligible for A-movement. However, 
Such a complication, coupled with the already complex notion of 'activation', would seem 
to raise a question of whether the solution is as complex as the original problem. 10 
(17b) also violates the ban against 'improper movement', i.e. the movement from one 
A-position to another through an A' -position. (J 8a) is another classic example of improper 
movement for which I don't see an obvious account in Chomsky's system. This is because, 
whatever feature of the noninterrogative C is responsible for the A' -movement of DPs, it is 
certainly not a structural Case feature. Thus, the structural Case on this DP is available at the 
• Examples with a single wh-pbrase are not easy to construct because of several intervening factors. For example, 
the ungrammaticality of (i) can be claimed to follow independently on the assumption that infinitival CPs contain 
T(ense) that assigns null-case: 
(i) I wonder [CP who I ~ to seem to ~ that...] 
Perhaps some other assumption can be introduced to rule out cases with multiple wh-pbrases. The point is that an 
analysis such as Chomsky's (1998) fails to capture the generalization of the Chain Condition in a Wliform way, but 
has to treat each of the violations in (16a), (16c), (l7a) and (i) (and many others) as falling under a different 
constraint A:; we will see in the next section, our analysis will prohibit all cases of A-movement from a Case-
marked position directly by the same general principlle that disallows (17b) and that accounts for the 
grammaticality of the crossing structures disucsscd above 
"The problem gets worse if the interpretable features involved in wh-movement are also .p-features, a possibility 
suggested by Chomsky in Fall 1998 lectures. See also the previous Dote. 
8
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point that it has moved to the embedded Spec. of CP and its <J>-features should be available for 
attraction by the matrix T(ense). (ISb) adds to the problem by introducing a DP which bears 
an additional uninterpretable feature. 
(IS) a. *John; seems b 1; [IP it was told 1; that...] 
b. *Who; t; seems fcp 1; [IP it was told 1; that...] 
To conclude this section, we have seen that there are empirical and conceptual problems with 
the set of assumptions in Chomsky (199S). In the following sections, I will show that these 
problems can be avoided if one reinterprets two traditional insights in terms of the minimalist 
program. The first is that structural Case plays the main role in A-movement. The second is 
that expletives are inserted when other lexical items cannot yield a convergent derivation (as 
in Chomsky's (1957) treatment of 'do-support'). 
2. Checking and interpretability 
We have seen that, in both Chomsky (1995) and (199S), the features that are actually 
being attracted are interpretable features (categorial or <J>-features) of lexical items, with 
uninterpretable features in the attracted DP playing a somewhat secondary role of making the 
relevant DP active, and being eliminated in a process parasitic to this main checking relation. 
I would like to pursue another line here and propose that we take Chomsky's original insight 
about the crucial role of uninterpretable features a step further and assume that such features 
are the only features that are relevant for the computation. That is, the checking relation 
involves only the uninterpretable features on both the attractor and the attractee (Le. on both 
the probe and the goal, to use Chomsky's more recent terminology).l1 It follows from this 
that A-movement generally involves the attraction of a structural Case feature in a DP by a 
Case feature on the appropriate functional head (T or v) since, under standard assumptions, 
structural Case features are the only uninterpretable features shared by the twO.12 Similarly, 
wh-movement involves the attraction of the uninterpretable wh-feature by the matching 
uninterpretable feature on C. The checking relation between interpretable features of the 
attractee and the corresponding uninterpretable features on the attractor either does not exist 
or is parasitic on the relation between uninterpretable features. 13 A direct consequence of this 
assumption is that no 'defective intervention' is possible. The blocking effect can only obtain 
between two DPs both of which bear a structural Case (in A-movement) or a wh-feature (in 
wh-movement), in which case the higher DP must be attracted. 
IIThis is equivalent to saying that only uninteIpretable features are attracted by the (matching) features in the Iarget, 
if Chomsky's (1995) claim that formal features on the attractor are necessarily uninterpretable is correct 
l'An exception to this general case may be scrambling that has the properties of A-movement, which might involve 
the attraction of some other uninterpretable feature by the relevant functional head. Compatible with 0lU' proposal 
is Chomsky's analysis oflbe raising of the expletive there which is taken to involve the checking relation between 
uninterpretable <p-features on the probe and the expletive. 
IlThe other two logical possibilities are independently ruled out The attraction of an interpretable feature on the 
goal by an interpretable feature on the probe is ruled out by Last Resort, while the attraction of an uninterpretable 
feature on the goal by an inteIpretable feature on the probe is impossible if the latter contains only uninterpretable 
formal features (see Chomsky (1995) and the previous note). 9
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Under this proposal, the gramrnaticality of the ' crossing' structures discussed in the 
previous section follows directly. In the 'seem-to' construction in (5), the Case on the 
experiencer OP has either been checked-off by the preposition, in which case it is invisible, or 
is inherent, in which case it is interpretable and irrelevant. Either way, the lower OP can be 
attracted, and the structure is correctly ruled in. Under Baker's analysis of transitive 
constructions in Dyirbal, the structural ergative Case on the agentive OP has been checked-off 
internally to the VP (by whatever mechanism turns out to be correct), and the structural Case 
of the theme OP can be attracted, accounting for the status of(6). In (10), whose derivation 
is given in (19), I assume that the accusative Case on the experiencer OP is checked-off against 
the corresponding feature of the aspectual head, whose presence and the Case-assigning 
property have been argued for by Travis (1991), Baker (1997), and others. Once the case on 
this OP is checked off; the Case-feature on the theme OP can be attracted, and (10) is ruled 
m. 
(\9) ru. [each other's friends]; armoyed [ASPP [John and Mary]j [vp tj 1. t;]]] 
We have seen on the example oflcelandic DOC that eliminating equidistance from the 
computation of locality may be necessary on empirical grounds. Under our proposal, (19) 
provides another potential argument against equidistance. To see this, consider the point in the 
derivation where the aspectual head bearing the accusative Case is merged with the VP. 
Suppose also that the experiencer and the theme OPs are selected with the nominative and 
accusative Case, respectively. Then, by equidistance, nothing would prevent attracting the 
accusative theme across the nominative experiencer into the spec. of the aspectual head, with 
the subsequent raising of the experiencer OP to the matrix T. In other words, there would be 
no obvious way of preventing the derivation of the sentence John annoyed Mary which 
would be interpreted as John's being armoyed by Mary. Thus, equidistance seems to be 
untenable under our assumptions. Note also that the analysis of (10) eliminates one argument 
for equidistance based on the structure in (2), repeated here, by having the accusative Case 
checked 'below' the vP, and not in its outer specifier position. That this may generally be the 
case has been argued for by many researchers in the field (Koizumi (1995), and others).14 
(2) [TP [many students]) read [vp [the book]; t] t~v [vp 1. it ]]] 
The other argument for 'equidistance', i.e. the movement of the OP many students across the 
OP the book in the outer Spec. of vP, also disappears under our proposal. This is because the 
latter DP must have had its structural Case feature checked off either in Spec. of ASPP (on 
our assumption), whereupon it is scrambled to the outer specifier of vP position, or in the 
Spec. ofvP (on Chomsky's assumption). Either way, the former OP which still has a structural 
Case can be attracted across it, and equidistance plays no role. 
The derivation in (19) also indicates that the operation Attract cannot be as fine-grained 
as suggested in Chomsky (\995), where it was assumed that a particular structural Case 
feature can be (covertly) attracted across another structural Case feature . This is because any 
.. Note that. even if the accusative Case were checked in the (outer) Spec. of vP, it is still unclear why the inner 
Spec vP would be considered in determining closeness at the relevant point in the derivation, given Chomsky's 
(1998) assumption that the probe looks only for features in its complement domain. The merger in the outer 
specifier position simply follows from the extension requiremenl 
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structural Case feature blocks the attraction of a lower structural Case feature, regardless of 
their particular values. Otherwise the same unwanted derivation discussed above would be 
allowed. Chomsky (1998) provides a rather elegant argument to the same conclusion, cast in 
his Ij>-feature-driven system. He captures the traditional insight that the verb agrees with the 
subject, and not vice versa, by assuming that T( ense) has unspecified Ij>-features and that the 
checking relation requires a complete match between the probe and the goal. The match 
betwen the two obtains on the level of features, and not of their specific values. Perhaps 
something along these lines may be proposed for structural Case. That is, another traditional 
insight, that T( ense) assigns Case to the subject DP and not vice versa, could be captured if 
we assume that the former but not the latter has a fully specified Case feature. Again, the 
match would obtain on the level of features and not their specific values. 
The derivation of the 'to-object' construction in (8) is in the relevant respects similar 
to the 'seem-to' construction. Finally, the correlation between the passivization ofthe theme 
DP and the definiteness/focus effect in the 'inverted structures'ofthe Icelandic DOC is directly 
predicted by dispensing with equidistance, as explained above. 
The ungrammaticality of (l6b) and (17b), repeated here, also follows directly from my 
proposal. Since A-movement necessarily involves the checking relation between 
uninterpretable Case features, the features not shared by the goal and the probe are irrelevant. 
In (16b), repeated here, the Caseless DP who cannot be attracted by the matrix T since the 
latter does not have a wh-feature. Similarly in (l7b). Since C has no Case feature, the checking 
relation between Case features of C and the goal DP cannot be established. That is, since wh-
features are the only matching uninterprtable features shared by the interrogative C and the 
DP, the fact that the latter might have an unchecked Case feature is irrelevant. 
(16) c. *who dispelled the belief [TP who; to seem ~ is sick]]7 
(17) b. *Who; was believed [ep t; you wondered [ep tl [u, it was told ~ that...]]] 
To conclude, the assumption that uninterpretable features are the only features 
relevant for the checking theory has a number of conceptual and empirical advantages. 
Conceptually, it simplifies the computational system by eliminating the dubious notion of 
'equidistance' from considerations of locality and by reducing the number of candidate 
attractees to only those DPs on which structural Case (m A-movement) or wh-features (in wh-
movement) are still available. Empirically, the proposal accounts straightforwardly for the 
grarnmaticality of the crossing structures above, which are problematic for both Chomsky's 
(1995, 1998) and Rizzi's (\990) conception ofrelativized rninimality. It provides a uniform 
and principled account of the ungrammaticality of structures violating the Chain Condition and 
the ban against A' -movement from an interrogative spec. CP position, which Chomsky's 
(\998) system cannot rule out without additional assumptions. Finally, we have a 
straightforward account for the inertness of inherently Case-marked DPs in A-movement. 
Since we assume with Chomsky that inherent Case is related to 0-marking and is therefore 
interpretable, it follows directly that such Case is irrelevant for the operation of feature 
11
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checking which only recognizes uninterpretable (structural) Case features. IS 
3. Superraising and Expletive Insertion 
Recall that one of the reasons that Chomsky assumes that the closest [0] or $-
feature(s) gets attracted regardless of other formal features in a lexical item is to block the 
superraising in (3): 
(3) *John; seems that it was told t; that .... 
As we have seen, this assumption leads to the undesirable blocking effects and incorrect 
predictions with respect to the 'crossing' and other structures. The question that now arises 
is how the structure in (3) can be ruled out under our proposal. Before we take up this 
example, however, let us briefly review some relevant assumptions in Chomsky (1995,1998) 
on the example of structures involving the expletive there. An important economy principle 
in the system is that the simple and conceptually inevitable operation Merge is preferred to 
Move/Attract for the purposes offeature checking. The economy is determined in a strictly 
local fashion at each relevant step in a derivation. To see how this works, let us briefly 
consider the derivation of the sentences in (20-2). Both of the derivations represented in (20) 
and (21) involve the same number of overt movements. However, the derivation in (21) is 
selected since, at the point in the derivation shown in (22), the merger of the expletive there 
in the Spec. ofTP is a more economical way of checking the EPP feature (or $-features) of 
T(ense) than the raising of the associate a man: 
(20) *There seems a man to be in the room 
(21) There seems to be a man in the room 
(22) [11' T [to be a man in the room]]] 
Going back to the superraising in (3), let us look at the structure in (4), repeated here, 
which Chomsky proposes for this construction at the point in the derivation preceding the 
unwanted raising of John. 
(4) [11' T [seems b [11' it was told John ... ]] 
As we have just seen, Economy principles would force the merger of it in the 
embedded Spec. of TP over the overt movement and merger of John in the same position. 
That is, if there were a convergent continuation of( 4), the structure in (23) which involves the 
raising of John could never be derived, since it would involve a less economical operation. 
(23) [11' it seems b [11' John; was told t; that ... ]]] 
" We also don't have a problem accounting for the fact that inherently Case marked DPs can undergo wh-
movement (as is clear when one considers languages with a richer morphology such as Serbian/Croatian in which 
DPs bearing dative, instrumental, or some other inherent case can undergo wh-movement). Chomsky, on the other 
hand, needs to explain why the inherent Case does not suppress the interpretable feature targeted in wh-movement 
in the manner that it suppresses cjJ-features for A-movement Again, the problem is more serious if the relevant 
interpretable features in wh-movement are also cjJ-features. 
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Chomsky (1998) resolves this problem by assuming that selecting lexical items for 
numeration is subject to cycle, or phase, which is taken to be a vP or a CPo That is, the 
preference of Merge over Move holds of items in the same numeration and not of items in 
different numerations determined by different CPs. Selecting it and John in the same 
numeration, as in (4), necessarily leads to a crash. The only way for the grammatical (23) to 
be derived is for the two to be in different numerations. 
Note, however, that this works only if one assumes that the embedded clause in these 
constructions is a CP, since CP, unlike TP, constitues a phase.!6 This result opens up a way 
of ruling out the superrasing in (3) independently of defective intervention. That is, the A-
movement of the DP John in (3) would involve crossing the CPIll' pair, which seems to be 
impossible regardless of whether there is an intervening SUbject. BoSkovic (1997) provides 
numerous examples of the impossibility of such movement. Thus, the difference in 
grammaticality between the sentences in (24) from Romanian is accounted for if; in contrast 
to the complementizerless (24a), (24b) involves the crossing of the IP/CP boundary. 
(24) a. Studenti trebuiau sa piece 
Students-the must-3PL SUB!. PART. leave 
'The students must have left' 
b. "'Studenti trebuiau ca sa pIece 
Students-the must-3PL thai SUB!. PART. leave 
Similarly, in scrambling languages such as Serbian/Croatian or Japanese (BoSkovic 1997, Saito 
1992), scrambling of an XP across the clausal boundary necessarily causes such movement to 
have A' -properties. This is different from clause-internal scrambling which can create new 
binders, suppress WCO effects and exhibit other properties characteristic of A-movement. The 
contrast between (25a) and (25b) in Serbian/Croatian illustrates this: 
(25) a. Nekogll; ce njegovi/i otac kazniti. 
Someone will his father punish 
'Somone, his father will punish' 
b. Nekogll; njegovjl"'?1 otac vjeruje da ce Marija pozvati' 
Someone his father believes that will Mary invite 
'Someone, his father believes that Mary will invite'. 
The loss of 'A-properties' in long-distance scrambling follows directly from the ban on 
movement across the IP/CP pair.!7 
"The CP status of the embedded clause also follows from another assumption in Chomsky (1998) ,namely that 
a T(ense) with a full set offeatures must be selected by a functional category. Since the embedded T( ense) is finite 
and has a full set of features, it must be that it is selected by a C rather than a verb, which selects a 'defective' 
T(ense). 
''In Cbomsky (1986b), the ban on A-movement across the IP/CP pair was captured by requiring that A-traces be 
antecedent governed and by having the CP boundary constitute a barner for such government (either by 
'inheritance' if the CP is a complement, or by inherent barnerhood if it is an adjunct). The only way to void 
banierhood in this case would be through movement to the specifier of the CP complement, but this, of course, 
is 'improper movement' which must be ruled out independently. 
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The point of the above argument is that, since it involves A-movement across the 
IP fCP pair, and since such movement must be prohibited independently of defective 
intervention, superraising does not provide evidence for this mechanism. 
An interesting fact is that movement across the CPIll' boundary is ruled out 
independently of the defective intervention even in Chomsky's (1998) system by a Phase 
Impenetrability Condition given in (26): 
(26) In a phase «with head H, the domain ofH is not accessible to operations outside 
IX, but only H and its edge. (p.22) 
Since CP is a phase, the domain of C, namely its IP complement, is inaccessible to any 
operation outside CP. Chomsky claims that this is only needed for A' -movement, because the 
relevant cases of A-movement follow from the mechanisms of 'activation' and defective 
intervention. However, we have just seen that the ban seems to be more general. 18 And to the 
extent that the above condition is necessary, it rules out superraising directly, since such 
movement would access a feature in the domain ofC from outside the CPo 
The Phase Impenetrability Condition might follow in Chomsky' s system for both A 
and A' movement if one assumes that, a) the notion of a phase is semantically determined, b) 
phases are convergent, and, c) convergence is determined at the point that the head that 
determines the phase stops projecting. 
a) is also assumed in Chomsky, whereby phases are taken to be vPs and CPs. Here I 
will take a more traditional view that a phase (or cycle) is a sentence with the force indicated, 
that is CP, but not vP. This semantic definition of the phase makes it possible to have the spec. 
of CP position be an escape slot for the successive cyclic A' -movement.That is, since this 
position is not semantically selected, it will not be inspected for convergence at the point that 
the head C stops projecting. By assumption b), the IP complement ofC will not be allowed 
to contain any uninterpretable feature if the derivation is to converge. The superraising in (3) 
is then directly ruled out, since in such cases the IP contains an uninterpretable feature, namely 
the structural Case feature of John. 
Before concluding this section, let me point to another way of ruling out (3), proposed 
in Vukic (1997, 1998). Under Chomsky's (1995) set of assumptions, the insertion of an 
expletive into the syntactic object necessarily leads to the presence of an unerased (even 
though deleted) uninterpretable feature at LF. The otherwise preferred operation of erasure 
is blocked under the assumption that a term of a syntactic object cannot erase. In Chomsky 
(1998), such erasure is allowed as long as the term does not determine the label, but the fact 
remains that the merger of expletives results in a vacuous projection at LF. This is because 
expletives, by definition, contain only uninterpretable features, and these must be eliminated 
for convergence. I then proposed that economy conditions might be sensitive to this fact, so 
that expletives are inserted directly from the lexicon only if lexical items selected for the 
numeration cannot yield a convergent derivation. . 
'''The stJllus of (24b) requires resorting to the assumption mentioned in footnote 16, while the scrambling data in 
(25) require additional assumptions. 
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This proposal rules out (3), as well as the ' improper' movement in (18), repeated here. 
This is because in both of these structures , the expletive is merged in the tree at the point 
when movement of the 'superraised' or ' improperly raised' DP to the embedded spec. TP 
would check the uninterpretable Case feature of the embedded T(ense). Such merger violates 
the above condition, which I termed Late Expletive Insertion (LEI)19. 
(18) John; seems [cp t; ['lP it was told t; that ... ] 
The above two proposals for ruling out (3) are not mutually incompatible, that is it may be that 
both LEI and the convergence requirement on phases are operative in the grammar. For our 
purposes, it suffices to observe that if either of them holds, the problem that (3) raises for my 
proposal is eliminated. 
4. Conclusion 
We have seen that the assumption that only uninterpretable features playa role in the 
checking theory has a number of conceptual and empirical advantages over proposals which 
require interpretable features to be attracted. Our claim enabled us to have a simple account 
of empirical filcts and at the same time dispense with several complications in the theory such 
as the mechanisms of activation of a DP by an uninterpretable feature(s), defective 
intervention, equidistance, suppressive role of inherent Case, etc. Many implications and 
possible extensions of the above proposal to issues such as successive cyclicity, islandhood, 
etc., have not been dealt with here, but the core paradigm falls in place and suggests that the 
approach might be on the right track. 20 To the extent that this is the case, my proposal offers 
support to Chomsky' s Minimalist program, whose distinction between interpretable and 
uninterpretable features of lexical items plays a crucial role in the analysis. 
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